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W
ith the recent resignation of the
Vice Chairman and a founding
member of the National Stock Ex-
change (NSE), the controversy

surrounding unfair market access at India’s
premier bourse has gotten murkier. In December
2016, the exchange’s CEO resigned citing ‘personal
reasons’. Reports suggest that both the appoint-
ment and NSE’s IPO plans have been delayed by
SEBI, pending investigation. It is now imperative
for SEBI to clear the air on the colocation contro-
versy by taking a decisive and public stance on
whether unfair market access was indeed
provided by NSE, and if it was, whether it was the
result of deliberate collusion by stock exchange
oicials with brokers. After all, as a stock ex-
change, the NSE also fulfils the role of a front-line
regulator that enforces material disclosure and
fair trading norms on the companies that list on
it. It is quite unseemly for the exchange to be ac-
cused of flouting the very norms it is required to
uphold.

It has now been two years since an overseas
whistle-blower wrote to SEBI, alleging that NSE
had provided preferential access to a select broker
at its co-location facility. The note alleged that the
broker amassed unfair gains for an extended
period from 2012 to 2014, due to a fractional tim-
ing edge in accessing NSE’s data feeds. But having
received this missive in 2015, SEBI took a rather in-
explicable and circuitous route to investigating
the issue. After appointing an external commit-
tee, which found that NSE’s co-location facilities
and tick-by-tick data architecture were indeed vul-
nerable to abuse, it lobbed the ball to NSE to con-
duct a forensic audit on itself, through an inde-
pendent agency. The agency (Deloitte) reiterated
these concerns and cited the lack of email
archives at NSE to comment on the collusion as-
pect. However, none of these reports are in the
public domain yet and SEBI’s stance on them re-
mains unclear. In fact, even these details were only
available from media reports, until the NSE men-
tioned them as a ‘risk factor’ in its draft pro-
spectus in December 2016. Yes, one can argue the
co-location controversy does not materially im-
pact retail or long-term investors, as only high-
volume traders are active on co-located terminals.
But then, any flaw in the trading systems or data
dissemination methods of an exchange immedi-
ately compromises market integrity. Allegations
of collusion between exchange oicials and stock
brokers are even more worrying, as they hint at
serious governance problems.

The unresolved issue undermines investor con-
fidence that electronic exchanges like NSE are van-
guards of good governance. That NSE derives 29
per cent of its revenues from co-location also in-
troduces a conflict-of-interest dimension. In this
backdrop, re-assurances by the NSE that it has
plugged the loopholes in its data feeds post-facto
and SEBI’s diktat to segregate its colo revenues are
still not suicient to lay this issue to rest.Prospect-
ive investors in NSE’s IPO, as well as other market
participants need re-assurance that SEBI will take
impartial action against all securities market
ofenders.

Lift the veil

It is time SEBI took a public stance 
on the NSE colocation controversy
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M
inster of State for Com-
merce, Nirmala
Sitharaman recently
announced that the re-

view of foreign trade policy will be
completed prior to July 1 when GST
will be rolled out. This review is es-
pecially important since it is being
done in an environment where In-
dia is under some pressure to move
away from post-export incentives
that are increasingly not compat-
ible with WTO rules. 

Besides incompatibility with
WTO, giving incentive to a firm that
is already exporting somewhat
counter-intuitive as it is essentially
rewarding a successful and there-
fore competitive exporter. Logically,
investment in developing firm or
sector level competitiveness re-
quires support at the pre-export
stage. Pre export production re-
lated subsidies and government
support measures are more com-
patible with WTO rules and extens-
ively used across the world. 

However, production level sup-
port or incentives are expensive
since benefits cannot be limited to
just successful exporters like in the
current schemes, but are poten-
tially open to all manufacturers and
service providers. Thus, the burden
on the exchequer due to either tax
foregone or direct financial sup-
port can be substantive.

Paradigm shift
An export development pro-
gramme reliant on production-
based subsidies therefore require
targeting of specific sectors in a
manner that helps develop compet-
itiveness, but with some discrimin-
ation criteria that ensures that the
scheme is not open to all. Designing
such programmes would require
institutional capacity to develop
the right criteria, transparent ad-

ministration of such criteria in the
distribution of benefits, and close
cooperation with industry associ-
ations and sectoral export promo-
tion councils. The current adminis-
trative machinery is insuiciently
prepared for such an exercise. 

But radical overhaul is necessary
not just to make our incentives
more compatible with WTO rules,
but also to address the serious chal-
lenge posed to Indian industry by
industrialisation 4.0 and automa-
tion. India will not be able to replic-
ate the low-wage-middle-skill man-
ufacturing boom that worked for
China and other SE Asian countries,
given the current shifts in techno-
logy and consumer preferences.
McKinsey analysis shows that over
235 million jobs in India are at risk
from such changing dynamics. 

Starting from this current round
of foreign trade policy making
cycle, policy makers need to give
serious consideration to com-
pletely over-hauling the way ex-
ports are incentivised in India. 

I would like to focus on three
ideas for this article. 

Three pronged approach
Public-private venture capital to fund
innovation and productivity: New
product development, financing
strategic tie-ups with global part-
ners or expansion of product line
are all projects that have a certain
amount of risk tied to it. Exporters,
especially small and medium ex-
porters find it diicult to find right
kind of financing for such projects.
Private venture capital is not inter-
ested in smaller projects. In many
cases the risk is seen as too high. 

One way to lower the risk and in-
crease the appetite for the private
sector is to create a public private
partnership (PPP) venture capital
fund with the government infusing
about 25 per cent of the seed capital
and private sector players the rest.

Private sector would also bring in
the professionalism of venture cap-
ital managers. The Irish govern-
ment did this for their technology
sector based exports with some suc-
cess. The Indian government too
can create such venture capital
funds for a few critical sectors with
potential for future growth and em-
ployment generation. These could
include the next generation of
high-end textiles, machine tools,
pharmaceuticals, or data analytics
or remotely delivered health ser-
vices for example. 

To make such a scheme even
more attractive, it can be supple-
mented by an ‘Angel Law’ modelled
on an Israeli incentive programme
that allows venture capital in-
vestors putting money in such
higher risk projects to deduct a por-
tion of their investment amount
out of their taxable income. 

Funding performance pay based
business development: Larger firms
benefit from professional help of
consultants. In industrialised coun-
tries, highly evolved clusters
provide hand-holding services to
exporters on product development,

marketing, and sourcing of inputs. 
Most of these services are ‘per-

formance based’; in other words,
consultants charge a very low base
fee, and take a share of actual
profits made by the firm due to suc-
cessful product or business devel-
opment execution. The Indian ex-
port eco-system (except some large
firms) is largely bereft of such a fo-
cused professional business devel-
opment ecosystem. The govern-
ment can run a special programme,
in partnership with export promo-
tion councils, to engage such pro-
fessionals. The recruitment process
should be through transparent
global tenders, and the contract
should be designed in a way that
professionals get paid a majority of
their fees based on their actual per-
formance, i.e. export growth or ex-
port volumes. 

Interested exporters can ap-
proach these professionals with
proposals. The exporting house
would be expected to bear a per-
centage of the professional’s fees,
which would mean they also invest
in the successful implementation
of the project. The access to these

services with the initial state sub-
sidy would help level the playing
field for Indian exporters’ vis-à-vis
competition. 

Supporting recruitment and train-
ing of new skill sets: The key to adapt-
ation to new technologies and pro-
duction methods that are rapidly
replacing the old ways of the fact-
ory and oice would be having the
right kind of human resources with
skills and know-how to work with
artificial intelligence, big data, ro-
botics, and factory floor automa-
tion. Such changes would not be
confined to just technology intens-
ive sectors like auto industry or IT
enabled services, but extend to tex-
tiles and food processing. 

One way to handle this transition
would be for the government to
bear a portion of the cost of hiring
such skill-sets for SMEs and start-
ups. Many countries provide indir-
ect incentives for acquisition of
skills that allow the firms to adopt
new technologies and increase pro-
ductivity. A simple scheme is to give
a certain percentage of salaries
hired by MSME for such advanced
talent as an incentive. Allowing a
certain portion of such salaries
paid as a deductible from net in-
come would be another way, using
the tax foregone method. 

The key is for government to start
considering the range of possibilit-
ies available and develop the insti-
tutional framework within the bur-
eaucracy and industry. The country
has no options but to incentivise
competitiveness and productivity
in line with the new industrial fu-
ture. Hopefully, the foreign trade
policy announced in June would
provide the first step in that direc-
tion. 

The writer is Senior Director,

Corporate Public Policy (South Asia),

Deutsche Post DHL. The views are

personal

Promoting sheer labour-intensive exports is passe. A PPP approach that focuses on skill-building at the MSME level is called for

The big picture India’s foreign trade policy needs a makeover KR DEEPAK

Need to rejig export incentives

I
ndia’s major employment gen-
erator IT-services has wit-
nessed tremendous pressure
through automation, digitisa-

tion, cloud computing and restric-
tions to outsourcing among de-
veloped countries. There are hopes
that more jobs might get created by
new technologies. However,
nobody can second guess the
changes which might happen over
the next decade. 

Currently, there is a growing gap
between job creation and the needs
of our machine-powered future. We
therefore have to embark upon a
journey of continuous adjustments
to develop, utilise, and maintain
human capital and social cohesion.

In a recent interaction at the
World Economic Forum, only about
one in five of top corporate leaders
believed that they are confident
about their current skills taking
them through to the end of their ca-

reers. Globalisation and technology
are accelerating both job creation
and destruction. Some estimates
have put the risk of automation as
high as half of current jobs, while
others forecast a considerably
lower number of 9 per cent. Still, all
occupations will go through
change: and it has been found that
on average one-third of the skill sets
required to perform today’s jobs
will be wholly new by 2020.

Enhance skills 
In essence, developing and em-
powering human capital to be able
to shift to the new technology
world seamlessly, should be the top
priority of governments especially
in countries like India which are
predicted to experience a demo-
graphic bulge. 

India was late in adapting to the
changes catalysed during the first
and second industrial revolution
leading to a century of lost growth
and decline in living standards. Pre-
emptive and timely measures shall
enable us to be part of the next
shakeup facilitated by a combina-
tion of artificial intelligence, robot-
ics and automation.

As the future grows more uncer-
tain, the only way forward is to
strengthen the core of the country

— and predictably India’s core op-
portunity is its human capital.
There needs to be a cohesive plan to
fundamentally strengthen this
workforce so that India does not
miss the bus on the fourth indus-
trial revolution. Health and educa-
tion will be the first basic inputs to
develop and sustain a healthy,
highly skilled workforce. 

In India, the development assist-
ance for health for a population of
1.3 billion is a total of $650 million
out of which the majority is
provided for child and newborn

care ($230 million) and maternal
health ($110 million). India spends
less than 3 per cent per capita com-
pared to the US and only about one-
third that of China. More worry-
ingly, after being on a similar spend
level in 1990, China has taken an in-
surmountable lead over India dur-
ing the last ~25 year period. 

Similar is the case with educa-
tion, China is installing 3D printers
in all its 400,000 elementary
schools when Indian public educa-
tion system is struggling with basic
infrastructure. Again, India lags not
only China but its more proactive
neighbours such as Sri Lanka on
education spending 

New learnings 
The need of the hour is to overcome
institutional inertia and outdated
socio-cultural norms so that the
gap between widening skills gaps
and skilling systems can be
bridged. 

Integration of higher education
with skills and vocational educa-
tion; attracting the most credible
talent to the teaching profession;
building global recognition to the
education system; and streamlin-
ing regulation to attract credible
private sector entities to education
are some structural changes which

are needed for transforming educa-
tion. A well nourished and healthy
population is necessary for build-
ing a futuristic workforce. Here, a
four pronged approach is required: 

Raise public healthcare spend to
3 per cent of GDP; 

Increase commitment to Non-
communicable diseases at par with
infectious diseases; 

Develop a sustainable mechan-
ism to fund universal healthcare; 

Build a robust referral and pre-
ventive healthcare mechanism to
reduce burden on tertiary-care. 

Access to high speed internet,
multidisciplinary learning, design
thinking, data science and informa-
tion filtration capabilities are
quintessential for making a future
ready workforce. It is virtually im-
possible to learn future skills for fu-
ture jobs. Even the best crystal gaz-
ing is unlikely to predict the
changes across industries. 

The best foot forward is to de-
velop a human capital that is phys-
ically and emotionally vibrant, flex-
ible and possesses multiple skill
sets to be able to seamlessly move
around the blurring dividing lines
among various industries. 

The writer is the founder and CEO of

YES Bank 

Why we must invest more in human capital 
Only a well-nourished and healthy population can build a futuristic workforce that can power the fourth industrial revolution

Harness Skill upgrade is a must 

RANA KAPOOR

Up it goes 

This refers to “GSLV MkIII launch
catapults ISRO into the heavy-pay-
load market” (June 6). Kudos to
ISRO for successfully launching
one of its heaviest communication
satellites, the GSAT-19. In terms of
space technology we are now on
par with any developed nation.
ISRO also had many failures but
that never bogged it down. Our
country is competing with other
international players for a greater
share of the launch market, and is
known for its low-cost space pro-
gramme. The superior launch cap-
ability also builds up India’s po-
tential to undertake deep space
exploration more seriously.
Vinod C Dixit
Ahmedabad

ISRO’s historic launch amply
demonstrates that our scientists,
technicians and skilled labourers
are second to none and commit-
ted to taking the country to new

heights. By putting a four-tonne
payload into higher orbits, India
joins the big boys — Russia, the
United States and China — as the
only countries to achieve the feat. 
NJ Ravi Chander
Bengaluru

IT job losses 

The ITeS sector was an island of in-
come and college freshers were
ofered hefty pay packets. Employ-
ees sans pressure groups in the
form of trade unions have been ex-
ploited. They were used as head
counts to raise salary bills from cli-
ents and only a portion was passed
on to the employees. 

With easy credit made available
at their doorsteps, assets like
houses, cars and consumer dur-
ables were taken. Employees did
not think of trade unions as they
felt there was no need. But now the
job security of over two lakh en-
gineers is at stake. They should not
delay the formation of trade uni-

ons, as it is a fundamental right.
Registered trade unions should
guide IT employees and groom
them in the nuances of trade uni-
ons. Trade unions are trans-
formed; the politics of obstruc-
tionism are a thing of past. 
S Veeraraghavan 
Coimbatore 

The news about widespread job
cuts in IT sector and imminent
slowdown of the industry in 2017
and after, is disturbing. Though
reasons like shift in the techno-
logy platform are being floated
around, compression in revenue
on account of growing protection-
ism due to policy changes in US
and the impact of Brexit have also
played their part. 

Though the Nasscom report
says that the retrenchment is per-
formance linked, looking at the
sudden spurt in layofs, this ap-
pears contrary to reality. Mid-level
employees who have put about 8-

12 years of experience and earn in
the range of 12-30 lacs are vulner-
able to job losses. This section is
the weakest link in the chain and
are the ones striving to settle in life
with home, personal and other
loan liabilities to meet. 
Srinivasan Velamur
Chennai

We cannot eat money

Apropos protest by Maharashtra
farmers, it is shocking to read
about the plight of Indian farmers
in leading dailies. One remembers
verse 1032 of The Thirukkural
(Tamil literature) which says
“Farmers are the lynch-pin of the
world, for they support all those
who take to other work, not hav-
ing the strength to plow.” Though
converting farm land for industri-
alisation looks sunny, let us re-
member we cannot eat money.
Even currency notes are made us-
ing cotton produced by the
farmer. An urgent policy interven-

tion by the Government coupled
with a good strategy to add re-
spectability to farming.
TS Karthik
Chennai

CBI raids on NDTV

The CBI raids on the house and of-
fice of Prannoy Roy that came
about as a result of NDTV’s role as a
news channel vis-a-vis the Modi
government were a naked assault
on the freedom of the press . NDTV
seemed to have incurred BJP’s an-
ger by its refusal to glorify the Gov-
ernment as most TV channels do. 
G David Milton
Maruthancode, Tamil Nadu

Erratum

b In the story “GSLV MkIII launch
catapults ISRO into the heavy-pay-
load market” (June 6), ISRO’s chair-
man was mistakenly identified as
Krishna Kumar. The correct name
is Dr AS Kiran Kumar. The error is
regretted.

LET TERS TO THE EDITOR Send your letters by email to bleditor@thehindu.co.in or by post to ‘Letters to the Editor’, The Hindu Business Line, Kasturi Buildings, 859-860, Anna Salai, Chennai 600002.

I
ndependent directors in India are mostly felt to be an ex-
tension of the promoter group or those playing ball to
the whims of the controlling shareholder in listed enter-

prises. To require them to dispassionately serve the interest
of minority shareholders in corporate boardrooms will be a
big ask. Nearly a month after the new SEBI Chief Ajay Tyagi ex-
pressed anguish over the lack of ‘independence of independ-
ent directors’ in India Inc, help is at hand. Market regulator
SEBI has now tasked its newly appointed corporate gov-
ernance committee (for listed companies) to come up with

recommendations for “ensuring independ-
ence in spirit of independent directors and
their active participation”.

This seems to be a big demand on the
committee itself. The task is cut out for the
Uday Kotak headed panel as the credibility

of the institution of independent directors itself is under
threat, both on the public and private sector front. What is
needed is a surgery and not mere band-aid. The moot point is
how independence can be ensured in boardrooms, if inde-
pendent directors are appointed only with the approval of
controlling shareholders. Their continuation in Boards de-
pends on the whims of the controlling shareholder. 

Tyagi had soon after he assumed charge as SEBI Chairman
rued that many Independent directors had no commitment
to any cause. Some independent directors are at the mercy of
promoters, he had pointed out at an industry event. Tyagi
had then admitted that he does not have a solution to fix the
lacunae. Hence, appointing a corporate governance commit-
tee to look into this aspect among other issues is a good step
forward. Hopefully, the Kotak-led Panel will come up with re-
commendations which strengthen the voice of independent
directors in the boardrooms.

KR Srivats Deputy Editor

Muted voices in the boardroom?

SEBI must probe ‘lack of independence of independent directors’ 

FROM THE VIEWSROOM
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ACROSS

01. Volume concerning the past
(7,4)

07. Caught, snared (7)
09. Double-reed woodwind

instrument (4)
11. Mendicant brother (5)
12. Item of correspondence (6)
14. Caoutchouc (5-6)
18. Bivalve mollusc; to pucker (6)
20. Movement of fashion (5)
22. Sound quality; shade of colour

(4)
23. Liken (7)
24. Alarmist (11)

DOWN

02. European national (7)
03. Impolite (4)
04. Path through the heavens

(5)
05. Stick giving one support (5)
06. They fall, crying (5)
08. Minute piece of matter (8)
10. Word for word (8)
13. Attempt (3)
15. Raise (7)
16. Sharp; type of accent (5)
17. Placed something more on

(5)
19. One who sees good in

nothing (5)
21. Ofscourings (4)

ACROSS

01. In which words are bound to give
meaning to the past (7,4)

07. Was caught returning piece
quietly to the editor (7)

09. Old boys obviously evade heads
for something of note (4)

11. Franciscan may see Rhode Island
in a distant setting (5)

12. One with apartments to rent gets
posted (6)

14. Raj country takes the best of odd
games to be bouncy (5-6)

18. Prepare to fire gun with the
French to get shellfish (6)

20. General tendency shows tour-
leader will split (5)

22. Shade of colour may be
recognised in inflection of voice
(4)

23. Man hosting show has sound way
to point out similarities (7)

24. Score with German perhaps if he
spreads alarming rumours (11) 

DOWN

02. In a tail-wagging way finds
formal garden has statues (7)

03. Right due for change for not
being cultured (4)

04. Symbol of the world, it
follows, has its track in the
sky (5)

05. Those company employs
provide something to lean
on (5)

06. ‘The big round — Cours’d one
another down his innocent
nose’ (AYLI) (5)

08. Bit one half-cleans — a tiny bit
(8)

10. Perform it (a breve) giving up
word for word (8)

13. Conservative, dropping
nothing, will hear criminal
case (3)

15. The Spanish Woman going
round at the way to raise it
(7)

16. Sharp as the accent a
Frenchman may use (5)

17. Went on to say one was doing
one’s sums (5)

19. He sees no good in anything
half-racy and not quite nice
(5)

21. The total includes carbon seen
floating on surface (4)

easy not so easy

ACROSS 1. Distaf 5. Tramp 8. Voucher 9. Irony 10. Underdogs 
12. Elf 13. Larva 17. Aid 19. Grandsons 21. Glint 22. Piastre 
24. Dread 25. Carry on
DOWN 1. Devout 2. Shudder 3. Ash 4. Forgo 5. Tries hard 6. Abode 
7. Pay-of 11. Relegated 14. Shortly 15. Wagged 16. Astern 18. Drive 
20. Aspic 23. Air

bl two-way crossword 866

SOLUTION: BL Two-way Crossword 865

MOHAN R LAVI

R
ecent meetings of the
GST Council are follow-
ing a predictable pattern
— some rates of tax are

decided, some rules are finalised
and matters to be decided in the
next meeting are announced.
Press conferences held after the
Council meetings reiterate that
July 1 is the appointed date for in-
troduction of GST in India. There is
no doubting the fact that the
earlier GST is introduced, the bet-
ter it is since both the taxpaying
and the tax collecting community
can commence the long process of
getting used to the new tax. 

But introducing GST in its
present form and shape on July 1 is
going to add to the already-exist-
ing confusion on many aspects of
the law. There are
many reasons to
push the imple-
mentation date to
September 1. 

Many State gov-
ernments are yet to
pass their SGST
laws. This may be
only a formality
since the State laws
invariably repeat
all the 174 section
of the CGST law but
still the adminis-
trative act of passing the Act has to
be done. In transitioning to GST,
the transition return is a very im-
portant document since taxpayers
can claim credit on the indirect
taxes paid on their closing stock
before the appointed day. This
form has not yet been finalised
and issued. 

Even it if is notified on June 11
when the GST Council meets next,
the time frame to file the form is
too short. The law gives a time
limit of two months from the date
of introduction of GST to file the
form, taxpayers would be keen to
strategise the amount of stocks
they would need to maintain on
the date of introduction of GST. 

They would certainly rue a situ-
ation wherein they have
strategised for inventory as on

June-end but have to revise it to
August-end. While most existing
taxpayers have obtained a provi-
sional GST registration, they do
not have the final GST registration
certificate. In addition, registra-
tion of new taxpayers has not even
commenced. 

Matching invoices
As a law, GST has been structured
on the fundamental principle of
matching of invoices. The GST
portal will do the matching and
intimate both the parties with
mismatch reports. One of the
harshest provisions in the GST law
is the one which states that if the
mismatch that has not intimated
is not rectified in the return for
the next month, it will be added to
the output tax liability. It is too
early to slap the taxpayer with a

tax liability within
a month for the
mistake of his
counter party.

The GST Council
would do well to
retain the provi-
sions for matching
of invoices but de-
fer the provision to
add the mismatch
to the tax liability
of the supplier in
the next month.
This becomes clear

if one looks at the format for mis-
match of invoices that has been fi-
nalised by the Council. Though
this form will be auto populated
from the returns of the supplier
and his counter party, it will take
time for anyone to understand. 

Here’s a sample: “Details of In-
voices, Debit and Credit Notes of
the month of September where re-
versal was reclaimed in violation
of Section 42/43 and that will be-
come payable in the return of Oc-
tober return to be filed by 20th
November”. 

It would most appropriate for
the Government to announce a
firm date (September being the
ideal choice) for implementation
of GST on June 11. 

The writer is a chartered accountant 

Still an enigma
GST is not yet ready to roll given lack of clarity 

T
he ‘habitat’ of the West-
ern Ghats is constructed
of particular landforms
— ridge and valley, peak

and plateau, escarpment, and
plains. Today, these features are at
the heart of the development-en-
vironment conflict that has escal-
ated since the 2012 Unesco desig-
nation of the Ghats as a World
Heritage Site. The use of this lan-
guage of landforms can be traced
back to colonial texts; but the
roots of the image behind it are
more diicult to unravel, being
embedded in visual articulations
of geographic maps and object
drawings.

I explore two diferent imagina-
tions that allow us to see the ima-
ging and language each can initi-
ate: How the Mangalore Pattern
Roofing Tile perpetuates an ima-
gination that is reductive, and
how thatch generates an imagina-
tion that can hold complexity.
Today, the betta is one terrain that
is torn between these two imagin-
ations. 

My own experience of this ter-
rain and roofing elements began
when I went to an architecture
school in Manipal, a lateritic plat-
eau located between Agumbe
above in the Southwestern Ghats
and the Arabian Sea below. I used
the common Mangalore Tile in
many projects.

Drainage imagination
The Mangalore tile that we took
for granted is really extraordinary.
Made with clay found along the
Netravati river, using German
technology and local labour, the
tile initiated a shift toward a new
imagination — a drainage imagin-
ation. Designed by the Basel Mis-
sion in 1864, the tile replaced
thatch, the prevalent roofing ma-
terial where monsoon winds
bring heavy rain for six months a
year. The tile drains water of its

surface, separating “wet” from
“dry.” These conditions are associ-
ated with further binaries: out-
door-indoor, down-up, fertile-bar-
ren. The specific operations of
drainage of the tile ofer a lens to
see habitat in three scales — the
singular object, the roof system,
and the complex terrain. 

Rain flows of the tile’s primary
ridge into valleys. The simple op-
eration of the tile’s form extends
to a sloping roof created by its
unique interlocking system, gen-
erating secondary ridges and val-
leys. The roof structure itself has a
ridgeline with slopes meeting at
valleys and hips, draining water
over the edge. This formalised a
hierarchical system of drainage
that is a lens to see and order the
landscape. Today, the Ghats is de-
scribed as an “escarpment run-
ning roughly in a north-south dir-
ection for about 1500 km parallel
to the Arabian sea coast”. The
measures of drainage are devised
through slope and altitude, rely-
ing on linearity of flow down an
incline to the coast.

The 1871 Census Report of the
Madras Presidency recorded a
high number of thatched roofs in
Malabar and South Canara. This
report suggested thatch as inad-
equate to drain and initiated its
replacement with the tile.

Threshold imagination
In this wet place, thatch was an or-
dinary roofing material till the
early 1900s. Thatch is made with
grass found on lateritic plateaus.
Thatch holds and releases rainwa-
ter in complex non-linear traject-
ories that give in to the gradient of
wetness across seasons, acting as
a threshold. Densely packed form-
ing depth, thatch has multiple
material operations occurring
simultaneously — the air and
moisture within the material
work through a gradient of tem-
peratures and humidity across
day and night. Water is held
within the structure through ca-
pillary action, while movement
and convection release moisture.

In the hot months, dew collects on
thatch while in the monsoon, wa-
ter is released from the fronds.
Thatch can only be made by hand,
and is held as embodied know-
ledge by the maker. It actively en-
gages in change across time hold-
ing water, but the tile is just a
moment in the time of thatch—
thatch in the monsoon.

One of trajectories of tile into
the landscape is through geology,
a critical discipline that today
defines the boundaries of the
Ghats. Betta, the local word for a
high lateritic ground, is a
threshold. Betta holds and re-
leases water, demonstrating a
multiplicity across time. 

Soaked during the monsoon, it
is appropriated by spawning fish,
breeding frogs, and humans for
cultivation. As the water releases,
the place transforms to a grazing
ground for cattle, a feast for but-
terflies among flowering grasses.
During the hotter months, rep-
tiles and insects make homes in
rock crevices, birds nest on open
ground, grass is harvested, and
portions of the ground are burnt
to nurture and activate seeds and
hold moisture. As tile replaced

thatch, betta came under scrutiny
by colonial administrators; they
saw it as unproductive land yield-
ing only a single crop. Betta was
designated as “wasteland” and is
in the Revenue Department’s jur-
isdiction to be made productive
through building construction,
marginalising other practices and
seasons. 

Conservationists call this land
“grasslands” for its rich biod-
iversity that has been depleting
due to these development activit-
ies. Whether “wasteland” or
“grassland,” this place is currently
visualised in a map, frozen in dif-
ferent moments in time. However,
betta as a threshold cannot be
drawn as a map. It demands a new
recording of horizons of events
and practices over time, across
seasons, day and night, to demon-
strate it as an active dynamic ter-
rain that holds and releases.

Drawing conversions
Local inhabitants used to traverse
this terrain across seasons, follow-
ing the rain. They held skills and
practices that continually en-
gaged with a gradient of wetness
experienced through cultivation,

rituals, movement, and shelter.
And they thatched their own roofs
with a material knowledge.
Thatch cannot be drawn in the
same way as tile—it cannot be
visualised in plan, elevation and
section. It is in the act of making
thatch by hand, and the practice
of constructing depth, that its
workings can be unravelled and a
new language discovered.

The workers manufactured tiles
under a dry pitched roof; used
new technologies to grind clay,
press tiles, and bake in kilns, dis-
tancing themselves from the wet-
ness of working with their hands.
In the Mission’s Mechanical Work-
shop at Balmatta, a lateritic plat-
eau, the workers were taught to
mend and build machinery, and
make technical drawings. They
were unlearning thatch-thinking
and being educated into the lan-
guage of drainage —drawing tiles,
tile presses, grinders, and kilns.
The workers were drawing ridges
and valleys, peaks and edges,
slopes and altitudes, and began to
see their environment through
this lens.

The development trajectory of
the Western Ghats is a narrative of
colonial and post-independence
thought. Controlled by lines
drawn to fix space and time, the
habitat of the Ghats has been con-
structed in the image and lan-
guage of drainage, an outsider’s
lens. Arising from this language
are conflicts between forest-dwell-
ers and government, production
and protection, land and liveli-
hood. Threshold ofers the possib-
ility of a dynamic understanding
of place developed from a local
engagement on the ground, and a
local way of seeing that has never
been considered, rather than a
view from above. 
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Thatch to tile, an epistemological break
It is a shift that has altered one’s view of the environment, introducing a structured rather than textured notion of nature

Drained out Mangalore tiles are expressly functional but little else
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India wins law suit against basmati clones

In the first-ever victory of its kind, India has won an
international law suit against the US commodity trading
firm, Rice Tec, which had filed for registration of the
Texmati, Kasmati and Jasmati trademarks on rice varieties
claimed to be analogous to the basmati varieties grown
here. The decision of the statutory Trademark
Administrative Committee (TAG) in Greece to reject these
three trademarks comes as a shot in the arm for Indian rice
exporters who have been vociferously protesting against
foreign firms attempting to encroach on the basmati
market worldwide through the introduction of basmati
analogues or clones. 

5% tax on Custom House, steamer agents’ services
The Government has decided to levy a 5 per cent tax on the
gross charges for services rendered by Custom House
Agents (CHA) and steamer agents with efect from June 15.
An oicial release here stated that while the levy and
collection will be enforced by the Central Excise
Commissionerates within their jurisdiction, the CHA or
the steamer agent will be responsible for the collection of
service tax. The values of the taxable services in the case of
CHAs will be only the service and attendancy charges or
fee, or commission charged to the customer. 

Daler Mehendi plays Diplomat-ic tune for McDowell
Reigning Indian pop-bhangra star Daler Mehendi, who has
the nation swinging to his ‘Bolo tara ra ra’ tune, is on a
10-city whistle-stop tour of the country these days. His
mission? Lending his fun-filled personality and creating
brand equity for the UB group’s McDowell Diplomat brand
which has seen stagnating sales recently. Daler has been
roped in for a year- long contract.

TWENTY YEARS AGO TODAY

BusinessLine

B A two-day media forum, to
be attended by 25 group
leaders, including from India,
to discuss multimedia
innovation and social
responsibility, will open in
Beijing today. The ‘BRICS
Media Forum’ is being
organised by the mainstream
media groups of BRICS (Brazil,
Russia, India, China and South
Africa) countries. 

B The Reserve Bank of India
is expected
to maintain
the status
quo on the
key policy
rates in its
bi-monthly

monetary policy announ-
cement scheduled today.
Currently, the repo rate stands
at 6.25 per cent. 

B The online application
process for PG, MPhil and PhD
courses of Delhi University
starts today. Applications for
nine undergraduate courses
that have an entrance test will
also open today. Students
were to apply for these
courses starting May 31, but
the process was delayed due
to the university’s decision to
scrap online tests for PG,
MPhil and PhD programmes. 

B Finance Minister Arun
Jaitley is to
undertake a
three-day
visit to Paris
beginning
today to
sign the

OECD multilateral convention
that aims to check cross-
border tax evasion by
multinational companies. 

B The European Commission
is to announce new initiatives
to reconfigure its capital
markets union project today
to reflect Britain’s decision to
leave the bloc. Ugo Bassi, a
director in the European
Union executive’s financial
services unit, said the CMU
needed reassessing because of
Brexit.

Close to heart A man carries his children out of their flooded hut to a safer place after heavy rains on June 5, World Environment Day, in the

outskirts of Agartala REUTERS/ JAYANTA DEY 
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